
Python Coder
We are seeking a mid to senior level python developer for a potential full time position with a
contract basis trial.

Who You Are
You are an experienced developer with real world experience building new applications looking
for your next challenge. You’re a self-starter with a passion for automation and tying together
workflows. You love improving APIs and API design. You’re great with Python, and have played
with asyncio, automation, type hinting and other ways to come up with clever solutions to
problems.. Networking is interesting to you, and you know what BGP is. You’re looking for a job
with complete location independence and a flexible schedule that gives you the freedom to
come up with clever solutions, and a team to work together with when needed.

Your Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities
● Python proficiency
● Experience with go
● Type fluently in English
● Work well as a team while also being self-sufficient
● Familiarity with grit
● Ability to enjoy the work and have fun

Helpful but not required: Familiarity with Django, PyPI, javascript, and jQuery

Who We Are
FullCtl is a growing network automation firm, focused on performance and reliability, primarily in
the interconnection space. Current projects involve discovery and documentation of existing
networks, architectural and engineering recommendations for network improvement, design and
deployment of fully automated networks, developing key network automation, orchestration, and
observability tools (including internet databases), and creating interconnection helpers.

The company is located in Chicago, Illinois, but we hire talented engineers from across the
globe. We like to surround ourselves with smart people who can help where needed, and we
give employees the freedom to explore and promote their own ideas. We invite everyone to be a
part of group discussions for solving problems. We value working hard and playing just as hard.
We like to overcome challenges in unique and cutting edge ways. We love thinking outside the
box.
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We are currently looking to contract with a talented Python coder just like you! Work is assigned
in bi-weekly sprints with an expectation to meet reasonable deadlines. Daily check-ins and
attendance at weekly meetings is required. Plenty of opportunity for advancement - we are
growing faster than we can hire!

Key Role Responsibilities
●
● Build network and system automation
● Leverage AI while writing code (we have an internal LLM based tool)
● Maintain open source projects
● Develop components for Django-based projects
● Implement unit tests

Final Details
This role will start as a part-time contract position and we expect the ideal candidate to grow
with us through 2024 and beyond. Hourly rate is flexible.

If this is interesting to you, please apply today! We are looking to hire immediately.
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